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TG3 Papers

Associated with TG3:



What is Initial Data Analysis?

50-
80% 
time 

Huebner M, le Cessie S, Schmidt CO, Vach W . A contemporary conceptual framework for 
initial data analysis. Observational Studies 2018; 4: 171-192.



We disagree about how IDA is depicted.
IDA primarily ensures transparency and 
integrity of preconditions to conduct 
appropriate statistical analyses in a 
responsible manner to answer pre-
defined research questions. 

EDA vs CDA vs IDA

Cook, D., Reid, N., & Tanaka, E. (2021). The Foundation 
is Available for Thinking about Data Visualization 
Inferentially. Harvard Data Science Review

Baillie M, le Cessie S, Schmidt CO, Lusa
L, Huebner M. Ten simple rules for IDA. 
Submitted

What instructors say about EDA: “EDA is important because 
it allows the investigator to make critical decisions about 
what is interesting to follow up on and what probably isn’t 
worth pursuing because the data just don’t provide the 
evidence”  R. Peng (Coursera course on Data Science)



Can you find the gorilla hidden in your data?

Yanai et al. Genome Biology (2020) 21:231 

19 of 33 (58%) students (UG-CS) did NOT find the gorilla



• Reconstruct the entire sequence of events
• Starting with the output, trace back through the system diagram or sequence 

of code statements
• Summarize the root causes

Without IDA we have to trace backwards

Problems might not be discovered at all

Roger D. Peng, Athena Chen, Eric Bridgeford, Jeffrey T. Leek & Stephanie C. Hicks (2021) Diagnosing Data Analytic 
Problems in the Classroom, Journal of Statistics and Data Science Education



Current projects: 
IDA check lists and R code for different settings

1. Regression without regrets (one time point)
Leads: G. Heinze, M. Baillie, M. Huebner, a TG2-TG3 collaboration
Scope: Descriptive, explanatory or predictive regression model to relate 
an outcome variable with a set of independent variables (3-50)
Outcome: Continuous, binary or count 
2. IDA for longitudinal data 
Leads: L. Lusa and M. Huebner (collaboration with Kate Lee, TG1)
Scope: Regression model that uses repeated measurements obtained 
for individuals 
PRE-REQUISITES: SAP + metadata exist; data cleaning has been 
performed



“Generic“ IDA Plan for a cross-sectional study

Data 
screening



IDA discoveries

CRASH-2 http://crash2.lshtm.ac.uk/
Data available on  Vanderbilt website

http://crash2.lshtm.ac.uk/


IDA plan for longitudinal data adds challenges
• Participation profile (participation over time) 
• Time metrics (calendar time, measurement occasion, age, etc)
• Time-varying covariates

• Missing data 
(intermittent missingness, death, 
lost to follow-up, missing by design, 
missing end of study)



Participation



Possible consequences of IDA
Updating the analysis plan
• Variable omissions
• Decisions about handling missing data
• Transformations of variables
• Sensitivity analyses

Interpretation of results

• Large effect sizes in the context of variable distributions

• Wide confidence intervals due to high correlation between variables
Presentation of data

• Updated data dictionary

• Updated flow diagram with exclusion criteria due to missingness, impossible 
values, or other reasons

• Table of characteristics of study participants

• Description of IDA findings of data properties that affect the interpretation



Transparency in reporting

• IDA methodology 
• Relevant IDA results 
• Impact of IDA on interpretation 
• IDA driven alterations of the analysis plan
• Full reporting of missingness

Huebner M, Vach W, le Cessie S, Schmidt CO, Lusa L. Hidden Analyses: a review of reporting practice and 
recommendations for more transparent reporting of initial data analyses. BMC Med Res Meth 2020; 20:61



Stodden V. Communications of the ACM, July 2020, 63(7)



• IDA is the foundation for statistical modeling: 
presentation, checking expectations, interpretation, 
model decisions

• IDA takes time and planning
• IDA needs to be conducted systematically
• IDA needs to be reported

Research studies need both: 
Statistical analysis plan +  IDA plan

In Summary



Proposed project TG3-TG8: IDA for survival analysis 

Andersen et al. Analysis of time-to-event for observational studies: 
Guidance to the use of intensity models. Stat Med 2020 
Section 2.2 Check list #1, Section 3.3 Check list #2
“the source of the data, what population it represents, what variables 
are relevant and which among these are available, and data 
completeness, both with respect to inclusion of subjects and missing 
data for those that are included.”


